processing network is initially bilateral and becomes right-specialized in the course of the 48 development of reading abilities due to the competition between language-related regions in the left 49 occipito-temporal cortex (e.g., the visual word form area) and the FFA for common neural resources. 50
The goal of the present pilot study was to prepare the basis for a larger follow-up study assessing the 51 ontogenetic development of the lateralization of the face processing network. More specifically, we 52 aimed on the one hand to establish a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) paradigm 53 suitable for assessing activation in the core system of face processing in young children at the single 54 subject level, and on the other hand to calculate the necessary group size for the planned follow-up 55 study. 56
Twelve children aged 7-9 years, and ten adults were measured with a face localizer task that was 57 specifically adapted for children. Our results showed that it is possible to localize the core system's 58 brain regions in children even at the single subject level. We further found a (albeit non-significant) 59 trend for increased right-hemispheric lateralization of all three regions in adults compared to 60 children, with the largest effect for the FFA (estimated effect size d=0.78, indicating medium to large 61 effects). Using these results as basis for an informed power analysis, we estimated that an adequately 62 powered (sensitivity 0.8) follow-up study testing developmental changes of FFA lateralization would 63 require the inclusion of 18 children and 26 adults. 64
INTRODUCTION 66
Face processing is mediated by a distributed neural network. This network is, as first outlined in the 67 Haxby model , often divided into a "core system" and an "extended system" 68 (Bernstein & Yovel, 2015 ). The core system consists of several bilateral brain regions in the occipito-69 temporal cortex. These regions include the fusiform face area (FFA) in the middle fusiform gyrus, the 70 occipital face area (OFA) in the lateral inferior occipital gyrus and the posterior superior temporal 71 sulcus (pSTS). The OFA has often been associated with the processing of single physical features of 72 faces including the eyes, the mouth and the nose (Gschwind et al., 2012) . The FFA is responsible for 73 the analysis of invariant aspects of the face, as for example face identity (Rossion, 2015) . The pSTS 74 is involved in the processing of dynamic changeable facial features, for instance eye-gaze, mouth 75 movements and facial expressions (Ishai et al., 2005) . Beyond the core system, there are a number of 76 additional (not face-specific) regions that contribute to face processing, e.g., the inferior frontal gyrus 77 (IFG), the amygdala, the insula, and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). This extended system of face 78 processing comes into play if additional information is extracted from faces, e.g., emotions, 79 biographical information and attractiveness. 80
The neural face processing network is distributed across both hemispheres, but typically shows a 81 right-hemispheric dominance in adults. This finding first originated from studies of patients with 82 acquired prosopagnosia, i.e., the inability to recognize the identity of faces following brain damage. 83 A large proportion of patients suffering from acquired prosopagnosia had lesions in the posterior 84 right hemisphere (for an overview, see Bukowski et al., 2013) . Although bilateral lesions often lead 85 to more severe impairments than unilateral damage, unilateral-right damage is often sufficient to 86 cause these impairments. Over the last 20 years, the face processing network has been extensively 87 investigated in adults, in particular with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Functional 88 neuroimaging studies confirmed the right-hemispheric dominance of the face-processing network. 89 The right hemisphere typically shows stronger response to face stimuli, both in terms of the spatial 90 extent of the activation and the strength of activity ( Other studies reported a developmental shift from a more distributed activation pattern in children to 97 a more focused activation pattern in adults (e.g., Scherf et al., 2007; Passarotti et al., 2003) . Less 98 research has been performed on the development of the OFA. A positive correlation between the 99 intensity of right OFA activation and age was found (Joseph et al., 2011) . This finding is in line with 100 an earlier study that found lower intensity of face-preferential activation within the right-hemispheric 101
OFA for children (6-10 years) compared to adolescents (11-14 years) and adults (Scherf et al., 2007) . 102
Findings on pSTS engagement during face processing in children are mixed. Some studies reported 103 no (Joseph et al., 2011) or reduced (Scherf et al., 2007) pSTS recruitment in children. Other studies 104 found no activation differences between children (of at least 7 years) and adults (Cohen Kadosh et  105 al., 2011; Golarai et al., 2007) . Yet, other studies even reported stronger pSTS recruitment in children 106 compared to adults (Haist et al., 2013) . Taken together, the empirical evidence on the functional 107 neuroanatomy of the core face processing network in children is inconsistent, indicating large 108 variability in terms of the localization of the brain regions of the core-system and its activation 109 strength. 110
The present study focused on the development of hemispheric lateralization. It has been speculated 111 that right-hemispheric lateralization of the core face processing network is emerging during 112 development from childhood to adulthood. Cohen, 2011). The development of reading abilities, typically starting at the age of six, is 117 neuroanatomically associated with the so-called visual word form area (VWFA). The VWFA is 118 located in the left-hemispheric fusiform gyrus. It is considered to be an essential area for reading and 119 is hypothesized to be involved in identifying words and letters from lower-level shape images, prior 120 to association with phonology or semantics (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; Price & Devlin, 2003) . It is 121 thought to be highly competitive with the FFA for common neural resources during childhood 122 (Dundas et al., 2013; Cantlon et al., 2011) . Both regions show similar positions in the fusiform gyrus, 123 with a slightly more anterior location of the FFA compared to the VWFA (Dien, 2009) . In order to 124 optimize the connectivity between orthographical representations in the VWFA with typically 125 already left-lateralized language areas, the VWFA gets gradually lateralized to the left hemisphere 126 (Behrmann & Plaut, 2015; Dehaene & Cohen, 2011) . It is hypothesized that due to competition 127 between language-biased left-hemispheric VWFA specialization and face representation in the left 128 hemisphere, face representation that was initially bilateral is driven to become right-specialized in the 129 course of development (Behrmann & Plaut, 2015) . Compared to the FFA, only few studies 130 investigated developmental changes of OFA and pSTS lateralization during face processing. In 131 analogy to the shift of FFA lateralization, OFA and pSTS lateralization are also expected to be 132 subject to a developmental shift from a more bilateral activation to right-specialization during 133 development, especially as brain regions closely interacting with each other benefit from being 134 located close to one another to minimize signal propagation distance between those regions 135 (Behrmann & Plaut, 2015) . 136
Other theories explaining an emerging shift to the right hemisphere during face processing focus on 137 differences in the face processing style of children and adults. The right hemisphere is believed to be 138 involved in a holistic processing of faces, whereas the left hemisphere is more specialized in the 139 processing of single features (Meng et al., 2012; Rhodes et al., 1993; Hillger & Koenig, 1991) . It is 140
suggested that adults encode faces using a holistic strategy based on the configural information of the 141 face, i.e., the spatial relations among the different facial features (Dundas et al., 2013; Aylward et al., 142 2005; Schwarzer, 2000) . Children younger than ten years tend to encode faces using an analytic 143 strategy by analyzing distinctive facial features (Schwarzer, 2000) . This analytic strategy would 144 suggest a stronger recruitment of the left hemisphere during face processing in children compared to 145 adults (Meng et al., 2012) . 146
The present study aimed at setting up an imaging paradigm to investigate the ontogenetic 147 development of the core system of face processing, in particular the hemispheric lateralization of the 148 FFA. Its first goal was to establish an fMRI task suitable for assessing activation in the core system 149 of face processing in young children (aged 7-9 years). The second goal was to compare both 150 activation strength and hemispheric lateralization of the brain regions in the core system between 151 children and adults. We hypothesized that children would show, due to still developing neural 152 specialization, reduced activity in all brain regions of the core system (i.e., bilateral OFA, FFA and 153 pSTS) and reduced right-hemispheric lateralization. Since we did not have well-founded estimates 154
for the expected effect size, the second part of the study had pilot character. We aimed to use these 155 results as basis for an informed power analysis yielding the necessary group size for a larger follow-156
up study that assesses differences in the neural network of face processing between children and 157 adults. 158 159 2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 160
Subjects 161
Participants were recruited through distribution of flyers and bulletins in public places and 162 advertisement through the student mailing list of the Philipps-University of Marburg, Germany. Ten 163 adults (3 females, 7 males; 24-45 years; mean age 32.1 ± 6.1 years) and 12 children were initially 164 recruited for the study. Three children were excluded from the final analysis. One child aborted the 165 measurements prematurely due to anxiety. The other two children were excluded due to high motion 166 during the scanning session (see results). The final children sample therefore comprised nine children 167
(2 females, 7 males), aged 7 to 9 years (9.0 ± 0.7 years). 168 All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and had no history of psychiatric or 169 neurological disorders. Self-reported right-handedness was used as selection criterion during the 170 recruitment process. To ensure right-handedness, subjects were additionally asked to complete the 171 Edinburgh Handedness Inventory Questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971 ). According to this questionnaire, all 172 children were right-handed with a mean laterality quotient (LQ) of +89.8. In the adult sample 9 out of 173 10 subjects were right-handed with a mean LQ of +88.3. One adult subject turned out to be left-174
handed with a LQ of -33.3. We included this subject for the first analysis in which we assessed in 175 how many subjects it was possible to localize the core system's brain regions on the individual 176 subject level. We excluded this subject from the second analysis in which we compared adults and 177 children, since it is known that activation strength and hemispheric lateralization can be influenced 178 by handedness ( showed that all children scored in normal range. Among the adults, two of the subjects achieved a 185 below-average EQ score and one of the subjects was above-average in the AQ score. However, as 186 these participants did not show significantly different activation patterns in the core network, they 187
were included in all analyses. To assess overall cognitive abilities in children, the brief version of the 188 standardized Wechsler Nonverbal Scale of Ability Test (Wechsler & Naglieri, 2006 ) was applied. As 189 none of the children displayed major cognitive deficits, all 9 children subjects were included in 190 further analyses. 191
All subjects provided written informed consent after they were apprised in detail about the 192 experimental set up and the study procedure. The study was approved by the local ethics committee 193 of the Department of Psychology of the Justus-Liebig University in Giessen, Germany (reference 194 number 2018-0024). In case of minor subjects, their parents provided informed consent. After study 195 participation, adult subjects received an allowance of 10 Euros and children could choose between 196 different toys. 197
MRI investigation of children 198
The children were invited to visit the MR scanner facilities a couple of days in advance to the 199 scanning session to familiarize them with the MR scanner environment, to reduce anxiety and 200 discomfort and to minimize occurrence of strong motion artifacts. The individual training session 201 started with a chair circle, including the participating child, one or both of its parents, two instructors 202 and a professional radiographer, who conducted the actual scanning session. A playful theoretical 203 introduction gave insights into the experimental procedure and the fMRI method. The coloring book 204
Paula in der Röhre (Bayer HealthCare, 2008) was used for explaining the procedure. In this booklet 205 the fMRI technique and aspects to consider when lying in the MR scanner are taught in a child-206 friendly narrative. The book was sent to the child prior to the training session with the appeal to take 207 a look at it. In the training session, the story of the booklet was discussed with the child and possible 208 questions were answered. Children were made aware of the extreme importance of lying still during 209 the scanning session, by making use of the comparison between motion artifacts and blurry 210 photographs (Wilke et al., 2018) . In addition, children were shown some exemplary images of face 211 and house stimuli from the fMRI paradigm to give them an impression of the experimental task. 212
The fMRI study was embedded in a child-oriented setting, putting the whole experiment in a frame 213 story. The child was told to imagine being an astronaut who is flying in a rocket (i.e., the MR 214 scanner). To motivate the child, a cuddly toy was brought into the story, which accompanies the child 215 as a co-astronaut during the whole training and actual scanning session. By using the notion of the 216 narrow interior of the rocket, the child should lose discomfort induced by the tightness inside the MR 217 scanner. Intense background noise was explained as noise produced by the rocket when speeding up. 218
The importance of lying still inside the MR scanner was further underlined by the story as resting 219 still is crucial for a smooth steering of the rocket. To bring the stimuli of the fMRI paradigm into the 220 frame story, children were told that on their journey through the universe they encounter people 221 living in their houses on different planets, showing different reactions when seeing the rocket 222 passing. 223
After introducing the child to the frame story, it had the possibility to inspect the scanning room and 224 the MR scanner. Together with the radiographer, the child could first view the scanner from the 225 outside. Afterwards, it was invited to lie in the scanner to get a feeling for the tightness of the tube. 226
The head coil was also mounted for test purposes, being explained as the helmet of the astronaut. On 227 the day of the scanning session, children were reminded of the frame story and of things to consider 228 when lying inside the scanner. 229
Experimental paradigm 230
For MRI data acquisition, participants laid in supine position in the scanner with their head first. 231
Light inside and outside the scanner was switched off to strengthen the children's feeling of being 232 situated in a spacecraft in the universe. A response box with one button was fixated on the right thigh 233 of the subjects for conducting a button-press task during the fMRI paradigm. To prevent motion 234 artifacts, soft foam rubber pads were used for head fixation. Stimuli were presented via an MRI-235 compatible LCD screen that was positioned behind the MR scanner. Subjects viewed the paradigm 236 through a 45° tilted mirror which was fixated at the head coil. All stimuli were presented using the 237 software package Presentation (version 20.2, Neurobehavioral Systems, San Francisco, California, 238 USA). 239
The face processing network was investigated using a face localizer paradigm in which subjects 240 viewed either gray-scale faces with neutral, sad or fearful expressions in the activation condition or 241 houses in the control condition in a blocked design (see Fig. 1 Hz/Px, ascending acquisition. We did not measure the whole brain, but only a slab (Fig. 2) . Reducing 257 the coverage allows reduction of the voxel size and therefore an increased spatial resolution. The 258 measurement of a slab of the brain is believed to facilitate the measurement of small regions (e.g., 259
amygdalae; Morawetz et al., 2008) . The slab was manually orientated, using the structural T1-260 weighted image. We aimed to cover on the one hand all three regions of the core face processing 261 network, i.e., bilateral OFA, FFA and pSTS. On the other hand, we also aimed, as part of a related 262 project, to measure activity in parts of the extended system, in particular the amygdala, insula, 263 cingulate gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus. These brain regions are known to play an essential role in 264 emotion processing across development. function implemented in SPM12. The regressors for the two sessions were entered into two separate 279 sessions in one GLM (i.e., were not concatenated). In addition, the six realignment parameters of 280 each session were included in the GLM design matrix as nuisance regressors to control for 281 movement-related artifacts not accounted for by the realignment during preprocessing. A high-pass 282 filter (cut-off frequency: 1/128 Hz) was used to account for low-frequency noise. Individual BOLD 283 activity related to face processing was identified by a contrast comparing faces (irrespective of 284 emotional content) against houses, averaged across sessions (i.e., using the contrast weights -3 1 1 1 285 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0). In the following, we will refer to this contrast as "faces > houses". 286
To assess brain activation at the group level, the "faces > houses" contrast images were entered 287 separately for children and adults into one-sample t-tests. Anatomical localization of the activated 288 brain regions was achieved using the WFU-Pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003) . 289
Quality control: First, a motion analysis was performed to rule out that potential activation 290 differences between children and adults were caused by unequal motion artifacts. features. The tool also includes a visual reporting system in order to manually investigate potential 301 quality issues in single subjects. 302
Analysis strategy 303
First aim of the study was to assess whether it is possible to detect brain activity in the core system of 304 face processing in children at the single subject level. We proceeded in two steps. First, we analyzed 305 the group activation pattern for the contrast "faces > houses" separately for adults and children using 306 one-sample t-tests. Second, we analyzed the individual activation pattern. 307
In these activation patterns, we determined whether brain activity could be found in the left OFA, 308
right OFA, left FFA, right FFA, left pSTS and right pSTS. The brain activation patterns were first 309 thresholded at a conservative threshold of p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the whole 310 brain level (family-wise error, FWE, corrected). If brain activity was not found in all regions of the 311 core system at this threshold, the p-value was subsequently lowered to more liberal thresholds 312 (p < 0.001 and p < 0.05, respectively, uncorrected for multiple comparisons) (see Schuster et al., 313 2017 for an extensive discussion of this procedure). 314
To assess whether or not a specific activation can be attributed to the core system of face processing, 315
we created three anatomically defined regions of interest (ROIs) including bilateral OFA, FFA and 316 pSTS, respectively, using the WFU-Pickatlas (Maldjian et al., 2003) . OFA-ROI masks were created 317 choosing the inferior occipital gyrus in the brain atlas IBASPM116 (as implemented in the WFU-318
Pickatlas). FFA-ROI masks were built choosing the fusiform gyrus. pSTS-ROI masks were created 319 choosing the superior and middle temporal gyrus. Activation clusters that appeared inside one of the 320 ROI masks were considered as potential candidates of core system brain activity. To verify the 321 correct anatomical localization, both the anatomical localization on the canonical single-subject T1-322 image (implemented in SPM12) and the positions of the activated brain regions in the occipito-323
temporal lobe relative to each other were used. This identification procedure was performed by four 324
individual raters (authors F.E.H., I.D., R.K., K.M.Z.) separately to maximize accuracy and minimize 325 error-proneness due to intra-rater differences. 326
Second aim of the study was to compare activation strength and hemispheric lateralization of brain 327 regions in the core system of face processing between adults and children. 328
Activation strength: We decided against applying the standard approach for a group analysis, i.e., 329
assessing voxel-wise differences in normalized functional images between both groups using a two-330 sample t-test. Since the brains of adults and children largely differ in size and shape, the 331 normalization procedure might have introduced systematic differences between these groups. Instead, 332
we created for each subject individual spherical masks (radius 6 mm) centered at the corresponding 333 local maximum of the six brain regions of the core system. Activation strength was calculated as the 334 mean value of all voxels inside the respective mask for the weighted ß-image (contrast 335 "faces > houses")1. Activation differences between both groups were assessed with Welch-tests in R 336 (www.r-project.org/). 337
Lateralization: The degree of regional face-sensitive hemispheric lateralization was assessed by a 338 lateralization index (LI) (Jansen et al., 2006) . The LI is given by the following expression 339
LI = 340
where AL and AR refer to values of fMRI-measured activity for homologous ROIs within the left (L) 341 and right (R) hemisphere. The LI yields values between 1 and -1. In the present study, an LI > 0.20 342 was considered to represent left-hemispheric dominance and an LI < -0.20 right-hemispheric 343
dominance. An LI between -0.20 and 0.20 was denoted as bilateral. 344
For calculation of the LI, we used the bootstrap procedure implemented in the LI tool-box extension 345 ( FFA and pSTS were generated using the WFU-Pickatlas. Individual masks were created as spheres 353 of 10 mm radius around the previously identified MNI-coordinates of each ROI. Lateralization 354 differences between both groups were assessed with Welch-tests. include more subjects than balanced study designs. We nevertheless decided to perform the power 367 analysis for this design, since it allowed us to reduce the number of children (difficult to recruit) at 368 the cost of including overall more adult subjects (easy to recruit). 369 370 3 RESULTS 371
Motion analysis 372
Motion analysis was performed for all 10 adults and 11 children. None of the adult subjects showed a 373 mean scan-to-scan motion exceeding the defined cut-off score of > 0.35 mm (Fig. 3 bottom) . They 374
showed an averaged mean scan-to-scan motion of 0.11 mm ± 0.05 mm in the first run and 0.12 mm ± 375 0.06 mm in the second run. However, two children showed a mean scan-to-scan motion exceeding 376 > 0.35 mm in the second run (C03, C10; Fig. 3 top) . They were therefore excluded from further 377 analyses. Average mean scan-to-scan motion of the remaining 9 children was 0.09 mm ± 0.03 mm in 378
the first run and 0.11 mm ± 0.05 mm in the second run. The overall motion of the included subjects 379 was therefore comparable between children and adults. This rules out that potential activation 380 differences between children and adults are caused by unequal motion artifacts. 381
3.2
Do children activate the core system of face processing? 383
Our first aim was to assess whether it is possible to detect brain activity in the core system of face 384 processing in children at the single subject level. For illustrational purposes, a representative brain 385 activation pattern is shown in Fig. 4 
. 386
At the group level, we found in the adults group clearly discernible face-sensitive brain activity in 387 bilateral OFA and bilateral pSTS (p < 0.001, uncorrected). In the children group, we found brain 388 activity in the right OFA and bilateral pSTS at p < 0.001, uncorrected. The left OFA was activated at 389 p < 0.05, uncorrected. In contrast, the left and right FFA was not activated in both groups, not even at 390 a liberal threshold of p < 0.05, uncorrected (see discussion for an explanation). At the individual 391 subject level, all regions of the core system of face processing could be identified in almost all 392 subjects. In most cases, activity was found even at conservative statistical thresholds, i.e., at p < 0.05, 393
FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at the whole-brain level. These results suggest that the core 394 face processing regions, i.e., bilateral OFA, FFA and pSTS can be portrayed at the single-subject 395 level in children and adults, with 100% ROI identification scores of OFA in both samples and 396 slightly lower ROI identification scores of bilateral FFA and pSTS (see Fig. 5 for details). 397
Do children and adults differ in brain activation and hemispheric lateralization? 398
Our second aim was to compare brain activity and hemispheric lateralization in the core system of 399 face processing between adults and children. The mean activation is summarized separately for both 400 groups for the left and right OFA, FFA and pSTS in Fig. 6 (top) . Mean activity was, as expected, 401 stronger in bilateral OFA and FFA for adults than for children (albeit the FFA differences were only 402 marginal). In contrast, mean activity for bilateral pSTS was unexpectedly higher for children 403 compared to adults. However, none of the differences reached statistical significance (Table 1) . The 404 mean lateralization is summarized in Fig. 6 (bottom) . For adults, the mean LI was bilateral for the 405 OFA and right dominant for both FFA and pSTS. For children, the LI was bilateral for both OFA and 406
FFA and right-dominant for the pSTS. Again, none of the differences reached statistical significance 407 (Table 1) 
408
The estimated effect size of the activation and lateralization difference between children and adults 409 was assessed by Cohen's d ( Table 1 ). The activation differences were characterized by effect sizes 410 ranging from 0.03 to 0.57, indicating small to medium effects. In contrast, the estimated lateralization 411 difference between children and adults was characterized by medium to large effect size measures. 412 2 At this point we would like to make a methodological remark: pSTS activity could be detected for all adults, but not for two children for the right pSTS and for one child for the left pSTS (Fig. 5) . Differently from the FFA, the missing activity could not be explained by the positioning of the slab since the pSTS region was clearly within the measured brain volume for all subjects (see discussion). For a formal comparison of both groups, we therefore had to decide how to deal with this issue. If we decided not to include the two children, the brain activation difference between children and adults would have been potentially overestimated. We therefore decided to also include activity measures for children without detectable pSTS activation. For these subjects, we used the group activation maximum of the right and left pSTS as center for the spherical masks in which we calculated the brain activity. If we had not included the subjects with nondetectable activity in the pSTS, mean activity differences would have been larger (right pSTS: adults 4.39 ± 2.17, children 5.48 ± 2.04; left pSTS: adults 3.17 ± 1.23, children 4.57 ± 2.44).
FFA lateralization was only calculated for subjects who had detectable brain activity in both the right and left FFA. For children, pSTS lateralization was calculated on the one hand for all subjects (as before, in case of non-detectable brain activation we used the group activation maximum of the right and left pSTS as center for the spherical masks in which we calculated the brain activity), on the other hand only for those subjects in which brain activity could be found in both the right and left pSTS. The pSTS-LI was -0.27 ± 0.46 if all subjects were included and -0.45 ± 0.31 if only subjects with detectable brain activity were included.
The variable of main interest, the hemispheric lateralization of FFA activity, is characterized by an 413 effect size of d = 0.78. Based on these estimates, we performed a power analysis to calculate the 414 group size for a sufficiently powered follow-up study (statistical power 0.8, alpha error probability 415 0.05, unbalanced adults/children allocation ratio of 1.4). To assess lateralization differences between 416 children and adults in the FFA, the necessary sample size is n = 44 (18 children, 26 adults). The 417 sample size necessary for the assessment of other activation and lateralization differences, 418 respectively, is summarized in Table 1 . 419
4
DISCUSSION 420
In the present study, we established an fMRI paradigm to assess brain activity in the core system of 421 face processing in 7-to 9-year-old children. First, we showed that it is possible to localize the core 422 system's brain regions in young children even at the single subject level. Second, our results hint at a 423 developmental shift from bilateral FFA activity in children to a right-hemispheric lateralization in 424 adults and thus provide a basis for an informed power analysis for a larger follow-up study. In the 425 following, we will discuss these findings in more detail. 426
Do children activate the core system of face processing? 427
Our first aim was to set up a paradigm for assessing activation in the core system of face processing 428 in children at the single subject level. We modified the "standard" fMRI face processing paradigm 429 that we (and others) are using in adults to make it more suitable for the measurement of young 430 children. Much effort was spent on the thorough preparation of the children for the MRI scanning 431 session. The MRI scanning session was put in a child-appropriate frame story. Children slipped into 432 the role of an astronaut on a journey through the universe. Only one child aborted the measurement 433 prematurely due to anxiety, while the other children completed the measurements without problems. 434
When asked after data acquisition, children did not report any feeling of anxiety, but rather curiosity 435 about the device. 436
Children typically have more difficulties in staying motionless during data acquisition than adults. 437
One of the biggest problems in fMRI of young children are therefore motion artifacts. A recent study 438 from Wilke et al. (2018) reported for instance a positive correlation between proceeding scanning 439 time and the occurrence of motion artifacts in children. We therefore shortened the paradigm, 440 compared to the standard task used in our lab in adults, and additionally split it into two parts with a 441 break of 20 seconds in-between, in order to have the possibility to analyze only data of the first part, 442
if motion artifacts would have increased with proceeding time in the second part. In fact, both parts 443 of the experiment of 9 out of 11 children data could be used thanks to a thorough preparation in 444 advance. The first appointment with the children and their caregivers was crucial, as it gave us the 445 opportunity to convey the importance of lying still to the children. In addition, the few days between 446 the first and second appointment enabled the children to internalize the fMRI procedure. Using a 447 thorough motion analysis, 9 out of 11 children passed the stringent, a-priori chosen motion threshold. 448
The overall motion of the included subjects was comparable between children and adults. This rules 449 out that potential activation differences between children and adults were caused by unequal motion 450 artifacts3. 451
The left and right OFA was identified in all children and adults. Also the left and right FFA could be 452 localized in most subjects. At first view, it was puzzling that both the left and right FFA were not 453 activated (even at liberal thresholds) at the group level, but in most participants, both adults and 454 children, at the individual subject level even at conservative thresholds. A more detailed analysis 455
showed that this finding could be explained by the positioning of the measured brain volume. As 456 described in the methods section, we did not measure the whole brain, but a "slab" (Fig. 2) . The slab 457 was manually positioned with help of the high-resolution structural image. In previous studies of our 458 research group, we used a lateral view of the structural image and oriented the slab at the lowest part 459 of the occipital pole and the lowest part of the inferior temporal gyrus. This positioning ensured that 460 all three regions of the core face processing network (i.e., bilateral OFA, FFA and pSTS) could be 461 measured. In the present study, however, we also aimed, as part of another project, to cover parts of 462
the extended system that are known to play an essential role in emotion processing (in particular the 463 amygdala, insula, cingulate gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus). We therefore used the middle view of 464 the structural image and oriented the slab at the lowest part of the occipital pole and the lowest part of 465 the prefrontal cortex. Due to the different positioning procedure, the FFA was now located at the 466 border of the measured brain volume and was accidentally cropped off in two adults and two 467 children. Since SPM12 does not depict group brain activity in voxels in which at least one subject 468
was not assessed, we were not able to detect activity at the group level. The goal of choosing the 469 defined slab to cover the above-mentioned areas of the extended face processing network in high 470
resolution was a compromise that made it difficult to analyze the data at group level due to "cutting 471 off" the FFA in a few subjects. Future studies therefore have to make sure that all relevant brain 472 regions are included in the measured brain volume. This can be achieved either by measuring a larger 473 brain volume (at the cost of a higher acquisition time per volume (i.e., higher TR) and/or a lower 474 spatial resolution) or choosing a different positioning procedure (orienting the slab at the lowest part 475 of the occipital pole and the lowest part of the inferior temporal gyrus using a lateral view of the 476 structural image). However, if possible, it is advisable to narrow down the target areas and the focus 477 of the study prior to fMRI data acquisition. 478 pSTS activation was found in all adults, but not in two children. Differently from the FFA, missing 479 activity could not be explained by the positioning of the slab since the pSTS was clearly within the 480 measured brain volume for all subjects. It has been previously reported that it is more difficult to 481 localize the pSTS than OFA and FFA if static stimuli (as in the present study) are used, since the 482 pSTS has been associated with the processing of changeable facial features (e.g., gaze direction, lip 483 movements; Ishai et al., 2005) . On the one hand, one might therefore argue that the non-identification 484 of pSTS activity in two subjects is well in line with previous studies using static face localizers 485 (Rhodes et al., 2009; Schultz & Pilz, 2009 ). On the other hand, it should be noted that we found 486 pSTS activity in the "faces > houses" contrast in all of our adult subjects despite the use of static 487 stimuli. For one of the children subjects that did not exhibit pSTS activity, no activation was found 488 throughout the whole core network during the presentation of faces. This could imply that this child 489 generally processes faces in a different manner compared to the average population. However, the 490 assumption of this child possibly having prosopagnosia is vague, since so far, no corresponding tests 491 have been carried out. It would be favorable for future studies to include a behavioral face 492 recognition test (e.g., Cambridge Face Memory Test) in order to ensure face recognition abilities in 493 general. The pSTS results also indicate that children might apply different face processing strategies 494 than adults, since those children in which we identified pSTS activity showed much higher activation 495 strength in comparison to the adult group (see discussion below). 496
Do children and adults differ in brain activation and hemispheric lateralization? 498
Our second aim was to compare brain activation in the core system between children and adults. We 499 hypothesized that children would show reduced activity in all brain regions of the core system (i.e., 500 bilateral OFA, FFA, pSTS) and reduced hemispheric lateralization. 501
In fMRI, activation differences between two groups are typically assessed by voxel-wise 502 comparisons of normalized functional images. However, in the present study this analysis would 503
have required the use of the same template (e.g., the MNI template) to normalize the data of both 504 children and adults. Since the brains of children and adults largely differ in size and form, this 505 normalization process might have introduced systematic differences between both groups. It would 506 not have been possible to exclude that potential group differences between children and adults both in 507 location and activation strength might simply be related to differences in the normalization process. 508
To surpass this problem, we determined the location of all core system's brain regions individually 509
for each subject and calculated the activation strength from these regions. Our group comparison thus 510 avoided a potentially biased voxel-wise comparison. 511
Our results showed, as expected, a trend for weaker activity of children's bilateral OFA. This finding 512 is in line with theories postulating an increase of face-selective activation in the core system due to an 513 age-related increase of functional specialization (Joseph et al., 2011; Scherf et al., 2007) . In contrast, 514
the FFA activity between adults and children was comparable, with an estimated effect size d < 0.1. 515
Unexpectedly, we found for the pSTS a trend for higher activity in children compared to adults (even 516 if we included the children without detectable pSTS activation in the comparison, see results). There 517 are several possible explanations for this hyperactivity. On the one hand, it might be related to the 518 development of the pSTS as a heteromodal association area which builds an interface between 519 sensory signals and hierarchical higher areas (Gogtay et al., 2004) . In case of the face-processing 520 network, the bilateral pSTS builds an interface between the core and the extended face-processing 521 network . It might be argued that bilateral pSTS hyperactivation in 522 children is driven through the close link to the hyperactivated extended face-processing network. 523
On the other hand, pSTS hyperactivation may be, at least in part, explained by change of focus of 524 attention. It can be speculated that the stronger pSTS activity in children is driven by a focus of 525 attention on changeable aspects of the face. Overall, the observed trend for stronger pSTS activation 526
is an interesting finding which deserves further investigation. 527
The main focus of the present study was the assessment of the development of hemispheric 528 lateralization, in particular of the FFA. Our results showed a trend for increased lateralization of all 529 three regions, with the largest effect found for the FFA. The estimated effect size (d = 0.78) is 530 typically considered to describe medium to large effects, suggesting that differences between children 531
and adults are not negligible. Nonetheless, our findings indicate only a tendency that needs to be 532 underpinned by further data collection with a larger sample size to substantiate the possibility of 533 robustly localizing the core network regions. Using our results as basis for an informed power 534 analysis, we estimated that an adequately powered (sensitivity 0.8) follow-up study testing 535 developmental changes of FFA lateralization would require the inclusion of 18 children and 26 536 adults. By combining the face processing paradigm with a language task, we are now able to design a 537 follow-up study testing the hypothesis that due to competition between language-biased left-538
hemispheric VWFA specialization and face representation in the left hemisphere, face representation 539 that was initially bilateral is driven to become right-specialized in the course of development 540 (Behrmann & Plaut, 2015) . 541
Taken together, the results of the present pilot study showed that it is possible to localize the core 542 system in children at the single subject level. They further hint at a developmental shift from bilateral 543 FFA activity in children to a right-hemispheric lateralization in adults. They can be used as basis for 544 an informed power analysis for a larger follow-up study in which we systematically investigate the 545 relationship between the development of reading abilities and hemispheric lateralization of neural 546 activity associated with reading and face processing, respectively. 547 Lundqvist et al., 1998) . House stimuli were selected from 726 the internet. The paradigm consisted of two sessions, including 16 blocks each (4 blocks with neutral, 727 sad and fearful faces, respectively; 4 house blocks). The sessions were divided by a short break of 20 728 s. Each block included 11 stimuli that were presented for 900 ms with an inter-stimulus interval of 729 425 ms. Blocks lasted ~14 s each and were separated with blank periods (duration: 5.6 s) in which 730 only a centered fixation cross was shown. The order of blocks remained the same across all subjects, 731
whereas the order of images in each block was pseudo-randomized. To ensure attention, subjects 732
were asked to indicate via button press with the right index finger when a stimulus was shown twice 733
consecutively. Within one block, either two or three stimulus-pairs arose, which sum up to 40 target 734 events in the whole fMRI paradigm. The total duration of the fMRI paradigm was ~11 minutes 4 . 735 For illustrational purposes, the activation pattern is thresholded at p < 0.001, uncorrected for 752 multiple comparisons. Note, however, that all six activations were significant for multiple 753 comparisons (p < 0.05 FWE corrected) at the predefined ROI masks for bilateral OFA, FFA and 754
pSTS. 755 756 4 The fMRI paradigm used in the present study was a slightly modified version of the standard paradigm used in our group (e.g., Frässle et al., 2016b) to adapt for the assessment of children. First, to minimize the total scanning time, the number of blocks was reduced from 44 to 32. Second, the stimulus presentation time was tripled to 900 ms. Third, the number of stimuli per block was reduced from 20 to 11. Fourth, the number of different face identities was reduced from 30 to 20 (10 female and 10 male identities). The number of different houses was also reduced from 30 to 20, to match it with the number of face stimuli.
